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Biographical Note

Marcia Baker was a Professor of Geophysics and Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Washington.

Content Description

Articles about nuclear arms control (some of which appear to have been edited by Baker), lecture and teaching materials for courses including Environmental Effects of Nuclear War, and other writings and correspondence related to Baker’s work on the environmental effects of nuclear war.
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Restrictions on Use

Status of creator’s copyrights is unknown; restrictions may exist on copying, quotation, or publication. Users are responsible for researching copyright status before use.
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Names and Subjects

Subject Terms:
- Nuclear arms control--Study and teaching
- Nuclear warfare--Environmental aspects--Study and teaching

Personal Names:
- Baker, Marcia B.--Archives

Form or Genre Terms:
- Personal correspondence
- Publications (documents)

Other Creators:
- Corporate Names:
  - University of Washington. University Archives

Names and Subjects

Subject Terms:
- University Archives/Faculty Papers (University of Washington)
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